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It is our pleasure to share our short history of lagotto here in canada. we hope these
guidelines assist your endeavours of Judging lagotto in years to come.

situated on a 40 acre working truffle farm in Parksville, B.C.
Canada

Grant and Beatrice duckett have been in agriculture for over 50 years, raising wildlife, often wounded or
orphanded elk, moose, deer etc. Throughout these years, Vets were not able to travel distances. Ducketts
were issued medications and they administered them when needed, during surgeries, maintenance etc.
Hundreds of animals were under their ownership and care on huge tracts of fenced natural areas.
Being pilots, they flew to where ever an animal was that needed care and attention. They were proud to
provide the DNA to Agriculture for the standard markers of a Canadian Elk.
It is with this experience, the need for truffle noses and the love of animals that urged Ducketts to bring
into Canada, the 1st known working lagotto truffle dogs.
With their lifetime code of ethics in care, nurturing and breeding, they look forward to continuing
pioneering truffle production in Canada and providing premium lagotto for selected placement.

LAGOTTO IN HISTORY
The oldest waterdog known globally, Lagotto

has evidence of presence
near 1600 in lagoons of comacchio and the marshlalnds of the romagna plain. Lagotto
protected the home and the boot, tracked down the coots and retrieved shot birds, in the
coldest waters for hours.
When the marshlands were drained for growing land reclamation, the hunting instinct of the
lagotto was trained OUT for dedication exclusively to truffle hunting (1840-1890).
todays LAGOTTO SERVES AS A WORKING DOG IN DETECTION, COMPANION AND SERVICE
WITH THEIR OUTSTANDING ABILITY TO SEARCH, WILLINGNESS TO WORK AND THEIR
EXCELLENT SENSE OF SMELL

A Cottage Girl with dog and
pitcher 1785 oil by Thomas
Gainsborough depicts a puppy image
somewhat like our lagotto puppies
of today

A painting from the 1600s by 11
Guercino” Giovanni Francesco
Barbieri

The Meeting

by Andrea
Mantegna 1474

Lagotto Romagnolo of
Canada
1st known litter of working
lagotto in canada
Grant and Beatrice duckett
breeders

Literature contains numerous claims of early domestic
waterdogs appearing to be similiar to a lagotto romagnolo of
today. a lack of secure dating has led to a revision of the
antiquity of some early waterdog remains. fragmented remains
often lack diagnostic character to confidently exclude the
possibility that they may derive from local wild canid species.
To apply a consistent standard of acceptance, Italy recognized
selection that was robustly argued in the mid 1970’s. Lagotto
was revived and defined and began its incrediable survival
journey late in the 1900’s.
Original Standard, writtten by those who founded C.I.L. (The
Club Italiano Lagotto), in Imola in 1988, who were writing a
standard to get the breed recognized by E.N.C.I., was not
necessarily an absolutely true reflection of the breed.
The 1st pair of Lagotto (Reno & Rosetta) bought to pioneer the
lagotto in the U.K. in 1996, came from Mandriole Kennels on
the edge of the Comaccio where the dogs were still worked
from the traditional flat-bottomed punts as duck retrievers.
Those lagotto through subsequent exports from the U.K.,
provided the foundation stock for Canada, U.S.A. and Australia
where their DNA can be found in many lagotto today.
These ancesters of todays lagotto were duck, hare, grouse,
quail, and various waterfowl hunters.
Whilst the instinct to hunt, swim and retrieve is inborn, and
does not have to be encouraged, Lagotto can be trained at an
early age for various search fields. Lagotto are the Worlds
Renoun “Truffle Hunters”.
Lagotto Romagnolo of Canada is proud to present A GUIDE FOR
“Working Lagotto”

GENERAL
APPEARANCE

SMALL TO MEDIUM, WELL PROPORTIONED
POWER FULLY BUILT
A RUSTIC APPEARANCE, WITH DENSE CURLY COAT
OF WOOLLY TEXTURE

square (correct)

Rectangular
(incorrect)

PROPORTIONS
Body Harmoniously square - as high as long
LENGTH OF HEAD 4/10 OF THE HEIGHT OF WITHERS
(SQUARE APPEARANCE)
LENGTH OF SKULL SLIGHTLY MORE THAN 50% OF THE
TOTAL LENGTH OF HEAD
LENGTH OF MUZZLE 2/10 LESS THAN THAT OF SKULL (44%-56%)
CHEST DEPTH IS LESS THAN 50% (LIKE 44%) OF THE HEIGHT AT THE WITHERS
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Adult 2+ years
females: 41-46cm ideal height 43cm 1cm tolerance- weight 11-14kg
males: 43-48cm ideal height 46cm 1cm tolerance- weight 13-16kg

THE WORKING LAGOTTO APPEARANCE
MIDDLE-SIZED, ATHLETICALLY BUILT, WELL PROPORTIONED, ROBUST,
HARMONIOUSLY SQUARE BODIED (EQUALLY HIGH AS LONG)
lagotto heads look friendly with soft impression and broad slightly rounded skull and
powerful muzzle. eyes are round and ears are employed rather high on the head, ears are
“alive” when listening or at attention.

puppy

Text

CORRECT
2 yrs
INCORRECT

INCORRECT

Ears should be trimmed to the leather
with hair removed from canal - re top drawing

INCORRECT
INCORRECT

TAIL - WOOLY AND BRISTLY, INSERTED MID-HEIGHT, TAPERED AT TOP, IF

EXTENDED IT BRUSHES PAST THE HOCK. AT REST IT IS IN A SCIMITAR
POSITION AND IN ATTENTIVE MODE, MARKEDLY RAISED. DURING EXCITEMENT
IT MAY BE RAISED ALONG THE LINE OF THE BACK, BUT NEVER RING SHAPED.

LAGOTTO IMPORTANT PROPORTIONS
Neck

Strong, muscular, lean, of oval cross section; well set off from the nape and absolutely free from
Dewlap, slightly arched. The perimeter of the neck can reach the double of its length - its length is a
little less than the total length of the head.

Forequarters

Perpendicular, seen from the front or in profile. Shoulder blades long (30% of height at withers), well laid back (52-55
degrees), muscular, strong and closely attached to the chest, but giving free movement. The scapula-humeral angle ranges
between 110-115 degrees.
Upper Arm muscular, of thin bone structure, as long as the shoulder-blades; its inclination on the horizontal line ranges
from 58-60 degrees.
Elbows are close, but not too tightly to the chest; covered with thin skin; as the uppers parallel to the sagittal plane of the
body. The tip of the elbow is located on a vertical line lowered from the caudal angle of the scapula to the ground. Forearm
is perfectly straight, long (36% of the height of the withers), with compact, strong bones of oval cross-section.
Pastern Joint as viewed from the face in vertical line with the forearm, fine, robust and mobile; pisiform markedly
protruding. Pastern : rather smaller and thinly boned compared to forearm, elastic, with little subcutaneous tissue, in
profile forms an angle of 75-80 degrees with the ground.
Forefeet are slightly rounded, compact, with arched, tight toes. Nails are strong and curved. Pads well pigmented,
interdigital membranes very well developed.

Body
Solid, strong and compact, as long as the height at the withers. Topline being straight from the withers to the croup. The
withers rise above the level of the croup, the highest points of the shoulder blades are not too close, but quite high set and
well laid back. The back is straight and very muscular. Loin is shortcoupled, strong, in profile slightly arched. Width is equal
or exceeds the length. Croup: long, large, muscular, slightly sloping)cozal inclination ranges from 25-30 degrees).Chest:
Well developed, reaching down to the elbows. Although fairly narrow in front, from the sixth rib the chest widens backwards.
The underbelly line is long sternal section followed by a short section forming a straight line and by a long line sloping
gently towards the abdomen which rise in form of a semicircle;the abdomen is not too tucked up.

Hindquarters
Powerful, perpendicular, well-proportioned to the size of the dog.
Thigh: long (35% of the height at withers), with clearly separated and visible muscles
The axis of the femur has a markedly top/down and back ahead inclination of 80 degrees on the horizontal line. The coxofemoral angle ranges from 105-110 degrees.
The thigh is parallel to the median plane of the body.
Stifle angle joints range from 130-150 degrees.
Lower thigh is slightly longer than the thigh (33% of the height at withers), well boned and muscled, with marked muscular
groove. Its inclination to the horizontal line ranges from 50-55 degrees.
Hock Joint is large, thick, lean with clear-cut bone outgrowths; parallel to the medium plane of the body; the tibio-matatarsal
angle is ca. 140 degrees.
Hock is thin, cylindrical, perpendicular to the ground. Hindfeet: slightly more oval-shaped and toes not as arched as the
forefeet.

WORKING LAGOTTO desirable conformation
QUALITY TO ENDURE
THE TEST OF TIME
COMES THE SURVIVAL
OF A RARE PURE
BREED
IDEAL LAGOTTO

RECTANGULAR TOPLINE
WITHERS SLIGHTLY HIGHER
THAN RUMP - IDEAL LAGOTTO

TOPLINE SLOPED TILTED
RUMP

HIGH
WITHERS
SLOPED
TOPLINE

HUMPED TOPLINE

RECTANGULAR
BODY DISHED
TOPLINE

HIGH RUMP,
DISHED
TOPLINE
HIGH RUMP

COAT WOOLLY-TEXTURE HAIR, VERY THICK RING-SHAPED WATER
REPELLANT CURLS AND UNDERCOAT. ABUNDANT WHISKERS,
BEARD AND EYEBROWS, INCLUDING CHEEKS. CLIPPING
SEASONALLY IS REQUIRED TO REDUCE FELTING. SHORT COAT
GENETICS INCORRECT

COLOUR
SHORT NECK
LESS THAN 85% OF
THE LENGTH OF THE
BODY

SHORT
LEGS
LESS
THAN
55-56%
OF THE
HEIGHT
AT THE
WITHERS

skin
IDEAL
INWARD OUTWARD
LAGOTTO TURNED TURNED

Gait -

,

ordinary pace

UNICOLOURED OFF-WHITE, WHITE WITH ORANGE OR
BROWN SPOTS, BROWN ROAN, UNICOLOURED
BROWN, UNICOLOURED ORANGE, BROWN OR DARK
BROWN MASKS, BUT NEVER BLACK IN COLOUR OR
WHITE, OR GREY (BROWN TENDS TO TURN DAPPLED
GREY WITH AGE)

thin , adhering to the corpus very well in
every region, with scarce subcutaneous cell
tissue. No wrinkles, with pigment of mucous
and sclera range from light to dark or very
dark brown. This includes carpal, digital and
plantar cushions.

a lively trot, with a spirited agile gallop

working lagotto guidelines

pastern Correct
slightly slanted

correct bite

incorrect too
straight

incorrect
undershot

incorrect “down
on” pasterns

incorrect
overshot

incorrect eye
Bilateral strabismus relates to nerve control
and/or muscle incorrectness causing the eye to
slant inward (esotropia) or outward
(exotropia) - incorrect may also deviate
downward or upward

eyes - correct

lagotto

Pure ancient
breed of
waterdog

DNA has linked lagotto to all waterdogs, poodles, golden
retrievers to name a few.
hardy, resilent, quiet, attentive, compassionate, may appear to be
shy. rather than cautious.
It is this caution that has helped built the hundred of years of
survival.
It is not often we are introduced to the original lineage of such
an exclusive line, brought back from near extinction in the
1980’s.
Let us judge wisely, in this renaissance.
This is not an ordinary canine, this is a working lagotto.
We pay tribute to all those that have contributed to the lagotto
recognition, conformation standards and continuing diligence
required to sustain standard of this breed.

Lagotto Departure Issues
departure from correct points should be considered in direct proportion to its degree
Thin coat, not curled or close shaven,
short coatedness

Tail too high or too low set or
docked

Pronounced and disturbing
undershot or overbite mouth

Dish Faced or Roman nosed

Butterfly nose

Bilateral strabismus

Black coat or black patches or black
pigmentations

Disqualification

- considered untypical specimen
. Overshot or undershot mouth
. dish-faced
. roman nose
. axes of skull and muzzle converging
. Depigmentated nose
. Wall-eye
. Ropelike coat
. abnormal male testicles or two not fully descended into
the scrotum)
. aggressive or overly shy
. showing physical or behavioural abnormalities
.genetically modified to include cloning

Guideline Measures
Length of head reaches 4/10th of the height at the withers,
length of skull should slightly more than 50% of the total
length of the head; length of muzzle is 2/10th less than that of
the skull (44% to 56%).
Depth of muzzle should be 8.5/10th of the length of muzzle
(about 40% of the total head length), width of muzzle should be
3.5/10th less than the length of the muzzle (about 29% of the
total length of the head), neck should be 8.5/10th of the total
length of the head, length of back should be about 33% of the
height at withers, length of loin should be about 1/6 of height
at withers, length of croup should be about 3.2% of the height
at withers, depth of chest is less than 50% (about 44%) of height
at withers, forearms should be 56% of total height at withers.

LAGOTTO BEHAVIOUR AND TEMPERNMENT
Lagotto are respectful of their master handler, naturally wellmannered and gentle; their reserve nature can be mistaken for
shyness, their patience and diligence is incrediable when trained
properly in working routine. They take their work seriously,
employing all senses tirelessly to the final accomplishment.
Their alertness, will to please, strength, courage, agility, stamina,
and keen sense of smell gives them the hallmark of a champion in
detection, companion, and service. These traits have sustained an
ancient, pure breed through centuries of survival.

Lagotto Romagnolo of Canada
True working dogs
working lagotto health protocol
. lagotto require rear dewclaw (disqualification in parts of the world if
removed)
. lagotto are genetically a hunting dog, this is their ancient survival. todays
lagotto are not genetically altered, they are trained to hunt in varying
fields. Truffle hunting specialized
Special Needs companion, Search and Rescue, Various Detection, they are
vigilant, keen, serving with a will to please
. Juvenile epilpsey should be excluded from breeding.
. naval hernia genetics eliminated from breeding
. hips testing poorer than “A or B” should be removed from breeding
.coat remains long during “Truffle Hunt” - Jan/Feb (clipped every 8 wks
otherwise)
.short coatedness is a genetic disorder and should be disqualified from
breeding
All other points listed under qualifications are equally as important to
working lagotto

Lagotto Humorous photos

I’m a truffle dog, see me now in a pen of baby
chicks now that is worth laughing about

f I play sick maybe I can come upfront

Gold in swimming/retrieving

Conference time

after hunt haircut

lagotto, recognized as the
worlds truffle dog

lagotto romagnolo photo display

garret has autism, he
has a working lagotto
companion

All in a good days “hunt”

working lagotto in training - would like a share of
this truffle predator

lagotto romagnolo

Sam an autistic companion dog at 1 yr

is training for truffle
hunting

Lagotto Romagnolo images

Working lagotto - profiles
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